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Dear Friends, the Lent course “For such a time as this” that will be running through Lent. It’s not too
late to take part. The course begins on Wednesday 24th February at 7.30 p.m. for six weeks. If you
would like to see a copy, please follow this link:
https://www.uspg.org.uk/engage/support5/forsuchatime/lent-course-2021/
Let Rob know if you want to receive a link to the zoom session or a hard copy of the booklet.
Thought for the week:
How do you cope with disagreement? For lots of reasons, each of us reacts differently
when people disagree with us or one another. Some can become quite feisty like
hedgehogs and enjoy the argument; others can become silent like tortoises and hide
in their shells.
What is the way that Christians should respond? Is the best way to be peaceful and
calm, never to disagree? Maybe when the things we’re disagreeing about aren’t very
important. But what if the thing we’re disagreeing about is important or about truth
and justice?
Jesus and Peter are an example of how open disagreement can lead to a place of
understanding one another and God’s way better. Jesus is trying to teach the disciples
that the kind of Messiah that they have in mind isn’t quite right. They still seem to think
that Jesus is going to be powerful and conquer the world. Jesus wants to show them
that he’s going to appear to do the opposite: he will be rejected, suffer and die.
But think carefully about the scene. Perhaps you know people, especially leaders,
who you’d be frightened to disagree with because they might reject you! Jesus seems
to have created an atmosphere among his friends where they weren’t afraid. Peter is
quite confident in his contradiction of Jesus. And Jesus is comfortable to disagree with
Peter – very strongly. But is Peter kicked out of the group? Is Peter rejected? Far from
it – in fact, just a few verses further in chapter 9, we read that Jesus chooses Peter with
James and John for a special experience.
If we are to grow as people of faith, we need to be able to create an environment
where we feel safe enough to disagree but know we will not be rejected. Can we do
that?
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Daily Readings for week commencing 1st March 2021
Jeremiah 7: 21-end
John 6: 41-51
Jeremiah 8: 1-15
John 6: 52-59
Jeremiah 8: 18-9:11
John 6: 60-end
Jeremiah 9: 12-24
John 7: 1-13
Jeremiah 10: 1-6
John 7: 14-24
Jeremiah 10: 17-24
John 7: 25-36

Pray for those in need…Sally, Zena, Katie-Louise, Pam, Sue, Bryn, Evelyn, Shane, Pat, Heather,
Dorothy, Mandy, and Joyce. Please remember those who mourn the loss of loved ones at this
time…especially Bettie and Hasan.
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